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Hayward blu pool cleaner manual

Hayward Pool products guarantee all products sold over the Internet for a period of one year, only parts, without labor, ONLY when purchased by authorized online reseller Hayward. Salt cell substitutes W3T-CELL15, W3T-CELL-9 and W3T-CELL-3 include three years, parts only warranty when purchased from an
authorized online reseller Hayward. Pool Delivery Unlimited is Hayward authorized online distributor. For information on registration of the Thaniard Guarantee and to submit online, please visit www.hayward-pool.com This information has been updated on 4/15/2020. For the most up-to-date information and full warranty,
please visit www.hayward-pool.com. Warranty Information We use cookies to provide you with the best experience on our website. Please wait... Fill in Hayward customer contact information, including steps to reach representatives, opening hours, customer support links, and more than ContactHelp.com. Home Center
Manuals Manuals To view these documents, you will need to download Acrobat Reader for free, giving you instant access to PDFs. Please note: Most of our literature and brochures are in English only. Pumps Filters Heaters Sanitary Products Automation Lighting White Goods Water Features Solar Safety This site or
third-party tools use cookies that are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the goals illustrated in the cookie policy. If you want to learn more or withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please see the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking a link, or continuing
to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies. Product Description EXPERT LINE products are only available through your local professional pool. Hayward Blu is a smart choice for all kinds in the ground pools. Exclusive SmartDrive technology makes it faster and more efficient than random pool cleaning. It
moves in a predetermined series of turns to systematically provide fuller coverage. Discriminating pool owners will appreciate Hayward Blue's ability to clean its pool in a smart way. Compared to other suction cleaners, its technology also allows silent operation. Hayward Blu gives pool owners easy, hassle-free operation
- without emptying or replacing debris. To get a sparkling clean pool is effortless. And because it is powered by existing filtration systems, there are no costs for energy-consuming pumps. *Possibility to climb a wall and cover the pool may be affected by certain shapes and surfaces of the pools. The wiper can not climb
the wall under certain conditions. Features and advantages Exclusive SmartDrive® - programmed management moves in a predefined series of spins for fuller cleaning Advanced suction technology uses the existing pool filtering system - without the required Silent Operation booster pump - No pulsating hoses or noisy
parts, for a relaxed environment in the pool Easy to use - Connects in less than Minutes to skimer or suction port 1 Year Limited Warranty Discover even more pool cleaners EXPERT LINE only through your local professional pool. Hayward Blu is a smart choice for all kinds in the ground pools. Exclusive SmartDrive
technology makes it faster and more efficient than random pool cleaning. It moves in a predetermined series of turns to systematically provide fuller coverage. Discriminating pool owners will appreciate Hayward Blue's ability to clean its pool in a smart way. Compared to other suction cleaners, its technology also allows
silent operation. Hayward Blu gives pool owners easy, hassle-free operation - without emptying or replacing debris. To get a sparkling clean pool is effortless. And because it is powered by existing filtration systems, there are no costs for energy-consuming pumps. *Possibility to climb a wall and cover the pool may be
affected by certain shapes and surfaces of the pools. The wiper can not climb the wall under certain conditions. Features and advantages Exclusive SmartDrive® - programmed steering shifts cleaner in a predetermined series of spins for more complete cleaning Advanced suction technology uses the existing pool
filtering system - no silent booster pump required - No pulsating hoses or noisy parts, For a relaxed pool environment Easy to use - Connects in less than 10 minutes with 32 feet hose 1 Year Limited Warranty Find More Pool Cleaners Choose 2-4 Items to compare applications in terrestrial residential pools up to 20' x 40'
BLUVIN for concrete surfaces
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